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AMERICAN ECONOMIC
CENSURE OF BOSSES

BY JANE WHITAKER
Down in the legislature there is a

measure proposing'a-minimu- m wage
commission to provide a minimum
wage for women. There is nothing
arbitrary about that measure. It sim-
ply states that a commission will in-

vestigate each trade and as a result
of its investigations into the lowest
wage upon which a woman working
in the trade can live and. an investi-
gation as to whether that trade can
afford to pay that lowest wage upon
which a woman can live, such wage
will pass by law as the minimum
wage that shall be paid to women
workers in such trade.

Nor would there be anything rad-
ical should Illinois pass-suc- h a meas-
ure. It would only take away a lit-
tle of the stigma that attaches to
this state in that it is thirty-thir- d in
women's health legislation and that
several other states have such mini-
mum wage commissions as a direct
result of the O'Hara investigation
into low wages conducted here, while
this state still bears upon it the stig-
ma of indifference to the welfare of
its women workers.

We expect the department store
and factory men to fight such a
measure. They fight everything that
will take a copper out of their pock-
ets. They grow hysterical at the
thought of being separated from a
nickel. They spend thousands to
crush any attempt of labor to gain
even the least of decent working con-
ditions.

But we hardly expect an organiza-
tion that calls itself the "American
Economic" league two words that
should stand for the greatest good
to the greatest number we scarcely
expect such an organization to send
out press literature backing up the
bosses in their fight against women
workers and advancing the stale ar-
gument which even the bosses have
discarded because of its utter fallacy,

LEAGUE DEPLORES
WHO PAY $4 WAGE
that a minimum wage will become a
maximum in that the only women,
employed at that minimum wage will
be women who would be able to earn
it as a maximum.

Yet that is wliat this organization
that has its headquarters in Cincin-
nati is doing. It is distributing "press
bulletins," taking exception to the
censure given department store boss-
es who paid a girl $4 a week and
forced her on the streets to earn the
balance on which to live, and it ha-

rangues against the proposed min-

imum wage legislation, claiming it
will only throw out of employment
the $4 girl and every other girl under
the proposed minimum.

The thinking person realizes that
a minimum can never be a maximum.
There is a minimum today, but it is
not the maximum. It has kept the
maximum wage lower than it would
be if the minimum were higher, but
just as the bosses, despite their greed,
cannot get experienced or clever
women to work at their present min-

imum, so they will be unable to get
women to continue at a higher mini-
mum and accept it as a fixed maxi-
mum also.

The American Economic league
has not said what it would propose
instead of a minimum wage, but I
have no doubt that it follows in the
footsteps of the popular trend of the
day, which is to tell the poor how to
starve comfortably, how to deny
themselves everything that they may
live on the little the bosses give them
and enable the bosses to give them
still less, but never how to force more
from the bosses.

We shout at the poor that they are
too extravagant and the bosses

with good food and wines and
idleness paid for out of the profits on
labor.

We tell the poor they shall have
less children; we are even agitating
that the poor be given instructions


